Q1-Q2-Q3-Q5  86-5044-2  Transistor (Grn/Yellow)
Q6-Q10-Q11  86-5050-2  Transistor (Yellow)
Q4           86-5073-2  Transistor "E"
Q7           86-5075-2  Transistor "G" (Driver)
Q8-Q9        86-5089-2  Output Transistor (Germ.)
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GENERAL INFORMATION
This symbol denotes the component(s) that must be replaced completely. Where it is not possible to replace the assembly as a complete unit.

These symbols represent the following:
- Audio signal

Access indicate the direction of audio signal flow through the circuit.

1. All resistors are 1/5W unless otherwise specified.
2. All capacitors 50V 1000uF unless otherwise specified.
3. All diodes are made with 50,000 ohm per volt meter (diode test) with a meter span.
4. Transistors are New germanium transistors.
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